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Do I need a permit to buy a
house?

One of our new employees is a Japanese
national. She intends to buy a house in
Rotterdam. Last week she visited a local
bank regarding a mortgage but was told that
she needs a residence permit to get a
mortgage. ls this correct?

Settling into the Dutch society, working here,
blending in, and buying a house. lt  sounds easy
for those new expatriates who have their affairs
neatly organised.

With their employer's secured, valid work permits
and proof of ' legal' employment, they obtained
Dutch residence permits. They also paid a visit to
Afdeling Bu rgerzaken and were registered as a
resident with the municipality. They are part of
the system. So far, so good.

Certain expatriates work their way around
permits and registrations. They enter the country
as visitors and never bother to apply for a
residence permit from the local Aliens Police.
They get a job and hope for the best. They think
that their passport will help them through every
spot of trouble. Perhaps your employee thought
that as well.

Some Dutch employers play the same game.
Obtaining a work permit will require time, money
and effort. Listing a job opening with the local
Employment Office and Eures, placing an
advertisement in a Dutch magazine or
newspaper, and lodging a work permit
application.

"All that work, let's forget about it for now, we
have a business to run. Welcome to the
company, Mrs. Expatriate".

Breaking the law is in some cases easy,
following relevant rules and regulations is often
hard work.

For most expatriate/employees work permits and
residence permits are closely linked. No
residence permits without proof of a valid work
permits. No full registration with the municipality
without a current residence permit. The system
works and is primarily set up to exclude illegal
aliens/employees.

One of the advantages of playing by the rules is
that an expatriate is, and remains, visible for third
parties.
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parties.

With the registration as resident with the
municipality, the expatriate is entered into the
Gemeentelijke Basisadministratie (GBA), the
combined Dutch residents' register. The GBA
databank is connected to the Vreemdelingen
Administratie Systeem (VAS), a registration
system of the Aliens Police, holding information
on expatriates residing in the Netherlands.

With a residence
permit the
expatriate is the
proud holder of a
valid Dutch identity
document. The
residence permit is
actual proof that the expatriate legally resides in
the Netherlands. A passport states nationality,
date of birth, place of birth etc. but can not be
used to settle a long-term residency issue.

Dutch banks and other financial organizations
will (usually) demand proof of legal residency
when considering the expatriates' request for a
mortgage or substantial loan. They may even try
to retrieve information from the GBA in order to
find out whom they're dealing with. In these
financial matters the expatriates' residence
permit will go a long way.

This column is for informative purposes only, is general in nature, and is not
intended to be a suósfifute for competent legal and professional advice Dutch
rules and regulations regarding aliens, work permrts, vr'sas and residence permits
are continuously subject to change.

Patrick Rovers, 18 September 2001
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